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do not indicate testing irregularities, but may warrant further investigation. Testing 
Groups are flagged when there is a large number of WTR erasures as compared to the 
state average.    

2) Achievement Metrics – This method is divided into four sub-methods. Each sub-method 
is independent of the other; therefore it only takes one of the sub-methods to flag a testing 
group. 

a. Test Score Growth - SGPs, or student growth percentiles, are produced by a 
model that measures academic growth by comparing groups of students with 
similar test score history. These are produced at the student-subject level. SGPs 
range from 0 to 11, and higher values indicate more growth relative to similarly 
performing students. Testing Groups with growth from 2013 to 2014 that is 
greater or equal to 4 standard deviations above the state growth from 2013 to 
2014 are flagged. 

b. Test Score Drop - Similar to test score growth described above, the test score drop 
looks at extraordinary declines in student scores from 2013 to 2014. Testing with 
a test score drop from 2013 to 2014 that is greater or equal to 4 standard 
deviations below the state mean drop are flagged. 

c. Question Type Comparison (QTC) - QTC measures differences in performance 
between multiple choice questions and constructive response items. Significant 
differences in QTC performance will trigger a testing group flag.    

d. Person-Fit Analysis - This model measures the likelihood of an examinee’s 
response pattern given their estimated ability level. Testing Groups with unusual 
response patterns greater than or equal to 4 standard deviations above the state 
mean are flagged. 

OSSE also selected certain schools for investigation if test materials, either question booklets, 
answer booklets, or instruction CDs, were identified to be missing. In addition, due to the 
requirements of the Testing Integrity Act of 2013, OSSE selected certain testing groups for 
investigation based on a random selection.2 

 
  

                                                 
 
2  Testing Integrity Act of 2013, Title II, Sec. 201(c).   
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We interviewed 8 individuals: 5 current staff and 3 students. However, none of the students 
recalled details about the DC CAS nor did they recognize Test Administrator 1 as their Test 
Administrator.  

Our investigation revealed two possible testing violations related to the administration of the 
2014 DC CAS. The process for signing test materials in/out was inconsistent leading to a lack of 
a clear chain of custody for testing materials and  State Security and Non-Disclosure Agreements 
(NDAs) were missing for Admin 1 and Admin 2. 

With regards to the missing  Grade Reading5,  Grade Composition6, and High School 
Health booklets7, Admin 2 and Admin 3 strongly believed that the materials were picked up by 
the vendor right after testing.  Both Admin 2 and Admin 3 were surprised that the school was 
being investigated for missing materials, stating that they were never notified of any missing 
materials by OSSE.  As support, we received copies of the following from the school: 

1) School Security Checklist for  Grade Reading indicating, by Test Book Security Number, 
that the missing booklet was properly signed out/in by the assigned Test Administrator. 

2) School Security Checklist for  Grade Composition indicating that the missing test 
booklet was not listed on the checklist and was deemed to have not been used. 

3) School Security Checklist for  Grade High School Health indicating, by Test Book 
Security Number, that the missing booklet was properly signed out/in by the assigned 
Test Administrator. 

4) Richard Wright DC CAS Sign Out Sheet for Testing Materials with Admin 2 and 
delivery vendor signatures 

5) CTB DC CAS 2014 School Group Lists for  grade Reading scoreable answer documents, 
 grade Composition scoreable answer documents and ungraded Health documents. 

The team also reviewed an email provided by OSSE dated June 18, 2014 in which OSSE notified 
Admin 1 of the missing materials and included guidance on how the school should respond.  
Admin 1 and  team checked their emails but were unable to locate the notification email sent 
by OSSE. Admin 1 stated that if the school received the email, it would have responded to 
OSSE.  Further, the team did not observe a signed DC CAS 2013-2014 Test Materials Letter of 
Verification form (i.e., a form that would have been included in OSSE’s notification email) the 
Test Security file and Admin 2 does not recall signing one.  Based on the documentation 
reviewed, the team has found no indication that the missing materials were not returned to the 
testing vendor. 
                                                 
 
5  

6  

7  
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V. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE TESTING VIOLATIONS  
A. Inconsistent Sign-In/Sign-Out Sheet Process for Test 

Materials 

Test Administrator 1 did not initial the sign-in sheet to indicate that  received returned test 
booklets. On April 3, 2014, the sign-in sheet was not initialed upon the return of 14 h Grade 
Reading test booklets to the Test Chairperson. The related answer booklets were signed-in with 
initials. Admin 2 & 3 assured us that, in their opinions, all test booklets and answer sheets were 
gathered from Test Administrators and were returned to the testing company.  
 
The Testing Integrity Act of 2013, Section 103 (a)(4) indicates, in relevant part, that authorized 
personnel shall…be prohibited from: 
 

(G) Having in one's personal possession secure test materials except during the 
scheduled testing date. 

 
The 2014 DC State Test Security Guidelines (Page 10), provided to us by OSSE, indicate, in 
relevant part, that as part of his/her roles and responsibilities, during testing the   
must: 

 
2. Complete the School Security Checklist each day for each Test Administrator 
 receiving materials; and 
 
3. Ensure that all secured materials are signed in and signed out daily;  
 

Because the school did not maintain accurate sign-in sheets, we could not verify the chain-of-
custody of the testing materials. 
 

B. Missing State Test Security and Non-Disclosure Agreements  

Upon review of the Test Security file, the Team could not locate the signed State Test Security 
and Non-Disclosure Agreements (NDAs) for Admin 2 and Admin 3.  During the interview, 
Admin 2 stated that both  and Admin 3 attended 2014 DC CAS training provided by OSSE. 
Admin 2 claimed that  signed the NDA at OSSE training and, as such, it is not included in the 
Test Security file.  
 
The Testing Integrity Act of 2013, Section 103(a)(1), indicates, in relevant part, that before the 
administration of a Districtwide assessment, Authorized personnel must: 
 

(B) Sign a testing integrity and security agreement, as developed and distributed by  
 OSSE 
 

The 2014 DC State Test Security Guidelines (page 8) provide that, before testing, the  
must: 

 




